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ABSTRACT.
,This document presents contract grading as a'system

. of evaluation for speech,communicatron courses at -the high school or
`, college level,'Contract,gradingcan provide the means to reduce the

element of threat that impedes effective interpersonal communication
.betwein teacher anti .student. Contract grading'iS a business like
arrangement whereby the instructor defines the performance for each

A
'grade to be earned' and. the student identifies the grade to which he
or she will work. Together they sign a contract which commits the
instructor to award the grade if the student performs at the
specified' level. This system of grading is a means to the goal of
achieving, a classroom climate conducive to supOrtive interaction and
is based'on the premise that instruction will be systematically
designed and executed. In this document, the first section is
theoretical .and deals with the advantages and disadvantages of the
system: The second, practical section contains several model
contracts which sty be used at the secondihy and college levels.
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Foreword

4

,

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information .systeT developed by the L'.S. Office of Education and now
sponsored by the National Institute of Education (NIE). It provides ready
access to, descriptons of exemplary programs. research, and development
efforts, and related information useful ,ui developing more effective
educational PrOgrams. .

Through its network of specialized centers or Llearingliotises. each of
whiyh is responsible for a particular educational area.ERItC acqUires. ,

evaluates, abstracts. and indexes current significant information and lists
this information in its reference publications. r :

...
The ERIC system bas already made available through the ERIC

Document Reproduction SerVice much informative data. including all
federally funded research reports since 1956. However, dthe' findings of
specific educational research are to be intelligible to teacher

ble to teaching, conside able bodies of data must
and

ittiapplicable be reevalliat
1

focused, translated. and ino ed into an essentially different context.
Rather than resting at the point of: making research reports readily
accessible. NIE has direLted the separate ERIC clearinghousq to corn
missiorl from recognize'd authorities information analysis papers in Specific
areas/

/ In addition. as with all federal educational inftviation efforts. ERIC
'.' ,has as one of its primary goals bridging the gap between educational / ,.,

th ory and actual classroom practices. dhe method of achieving that goal 4

is ,L1 velopinent by the ERIC Clearinghouse, on Reading and. Coin -, ,.''''s
munication Skills ( ERLCIRCS) of a series of sharply focused .bodklets ,I,
based on concrete edut.itiiinal needs. Each booklet provide-s teachers with -

the best educational theory anclior research on a liAiitd topic. It also ,_ -4

presents desaiplions of classroom activities which ara related to-the
described theory and assists the teacher in putting this theory into -,

, ... -
(practi&:

4
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Tills idea is not unique Several educational Jounals and many
commercial textbooks provide teachers with similar aids. The ERIC:RCS
booklets are unusual in their sharp focus on an educational nerd and their
blend of sound academic theory with tested classroom praotices. And they
have been developed because of tile increasing requests from teachers to
provide this kind of service.

<

Topics for these booklets are recommended by the ERIC/RCS
National' Advisory Committee. Suggestions for topics to be consydered by
the Committee should be diiected to the Clearinghouse.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, ERIC/RCS

. .
A Note from the - Authors

This book has een prepared p'rimartly frdm materials used in
secondary school and college courses taught by the authors, as well as
frOm material presented in ashort coarse taught by the authors at the
1976 Speech Communication Association Convention in San Francisco.

. w



Theory,

#2

'Components and Types of Contracts

If teaching is communicating, and if evaluation is a form of
feedback, then we heed to bring our grading procedure's in line with the
communication principles we teach. It is desirable that we seek to create a
climate ron'ducive to supportive interaction, a climate wjthout defense-

,.----arousing communication; we therefore need to create a grading system
consistent with our goal.

Contract grading can'providea viable means'of reducing the element
,of threat That impedes ,effective interpersonal communication between
teacher and student. Contract grading as explained by Ann Harvey is a

. businesslike- arrangement whereby 4he instructoredefines
the performance for each grade. The student then identifieig

, the performance level to which he will work and signs a
contract in which the instructor 1,s committed to awarding this
4redetermined grade it the student attains the appropriate
performance level.' ,

Although this definition explains the typical contract; students may also
design their own contrasts after they have had experience using them, In
either case, the-approach to contractsgradirig presented here is based on
the premise that instruction should be systematically designed ;:and
executed, Behavioral objectives with criftecrion-referem;ed evaluations
should be used in all contracts. Criterion-r4fereneed evaluation refers to
Ijssessing student ,,sg-ork by measuring it against a set of behaviors or
minimum levels of achievenieriNhat, are specified before the student begins
working That is, studenverforrhance is measured against a criterion
rather than in comparison with the perfOrmance of other iStudents
(norm-referenced evaluation),

Contracts designed for anenotire course are typically used on the

6 y.
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.
college level-dctuarter or semester courses. However. contracts that are to
be completed in shorter time periods and Lover less material (for e \ample,
a unit) may also be used. Secondary level courses ,especially lend

themselves to division into unitts. with grades contracted4irti a unit-by -unit
basis. Using contracts for units of work offers tlembility for teachers as

.well as for students With, a mut contract. instructors can try out
contracting for shorter time penodsiand adjust the number and/or
difficulty of assignments for each unit. Some teachers may find tt

advisable to introduce the contract after using an introductory unit with
nomreterenced grading, and to enithie the, contract aria -by -unit rathkr
titan for, an entire course. Withholding conttAct until the second unit
gives the teacher time to analyte the.spe9fic, needs ani4gbilines of the
students. This observation period helps to insure writing objectives and
criteria that are challenging, yet reasonable. for the intended class and

gives. the opportunity to modify an/existing contract to meet students'
needs. Withholding the contract until the second unit also alloWs the
teacher to present it at an opportune time and to first.mitigate any myths
or fears about the contract system.

Postponing uses of a contract is also advntageous for students.
Instead of makinf a decision about a semester grade at the beginning of
the term, students can wait unto they are familiar with class materials and
expectationsand thus are better equiplled to set more realisticgoals for
themselves.

Students appreciate the contract by unit and often express rationales
for their decisions. For example, one girl said

I'm. playing in' the basketball finals and the each has
scheduled many practices in the next-two weeks. I don4t have
the lime to spend for the so I'll iontract fopav4B" now I
will try for the -A" next ,unit when this is all over.

No teacher likes to feel that his or her class takes a secondary,posmon to a
sport, extracurricular club, job, or another class. however,- this-student
evaluated her time, determined priorities, and set what she considered to
be a realistic goal. If she had been forced to declare a grade for the term..
the basketball interference might have caused her additronal frustration or
made her unable to fOlfill all requirembnts. r,

Whether the contract-is fol a course or a unit, it must contain certain
components.to be effective. According to James Stewart and Jack Sharlic,

the specific .Lompohents of the contract should include "the learning
objective. the conditions or methods to. be ,employed in completing it, ';'

speolicsponsibilities of 'the student, identification of the _procedural
steps or tasks included in the learning actavid), , provisions for applying and
demonstrating skills or content learned, and the methods that will be
employed to evaluate the mutually developed contract."2 In addition, the
time limit in whyi the contract must be >met shoulete indicated. All
these components ate specified by the teacher anti then negotiated with

-7



nu ORY 3

the student. Contracts may be uniform. with grade levels defined for,
whole class, or they may be agreed upon individually even to' the extent
that each student writes his or her own contract.

In the following contract on informative speaking ,given to high
school students.-Ave the inclusion of these specilk Lompvnents an

overview of contract gradingobjeLtives, purpose of the assignment.
specific requirements, of euch gt de to be achieved. and a summary of the

, requirements,

The Infbrinative Speech Contract

We will be using contract grading for the unit on inform-give ,
speaking. A grade contract is an agreement between student and teach&
that '5pecifies the work the student will do and the grade he ur she can
expert if the work is satisfactory Contract grading is different because
you ,state the grade you will work for before you prepare and speak. The
requirements differ for each grade

Contract grading has many advantages for you'
I. You know what is expected for each grade.

You cah work for the grade you feel capable of achievingi,
You arc eValuated objectively that is, whether or nottnyou
successfully completed all the steps. Your work is not
compared with, others.

4. If you do not fulfill all requirements. you have, the option of
redoing any work until it is satisfactory. Remember that all
speeches must be prepared on the due ;date to receive any
credit.

After reviewing the requirements each 'grade. please 'hand in a
sheet of paper with your name and the grade you would like to contract
for. Cpntract due

abjetAtves
:P

I To improve skills in library research
2. To iniprove skills in organumg ideas
3. To gain insight, into audience analysis and adaptation as a part

of public speaking
. To improve skills in communicating with a large group

To improve skills as listener /evaluator
At lie end of this unit you should be able to

I. research. organwe and deliver an informative speech adapted
to your specific audience.
effectively evaluate another speaker's presentation <

Purpose

In thi speech you should present the listener with new information
or a n Understanding about old inforifiation Prepare an informative

* 8



4 CONTRACT GRADING .

speech to be delivered on: (date)

1. Analyze your audienak
2. Select a topic that interests you and will ,interest your

audience. (Reread 'information on choosing and Aniting a
subject.) You may select a topic you already know omething
aboutif you gather new and varied information:or, you may
try a topic. you are interested in but know- little about. (Here is

a-chance for research skills to pay off!)
3. Write a thesis statement.
4. Research your idea. (The contract should help clarify require-

ments%) .

5." Build your speech. .

Conduct an audience poll ("A" contracts only).
Outline Our ideas (put them in a specific pattern of
organization).
Use a variety of support and adapt to your audience.

. 6. Write an introduction and conclusion.
7. Time limit: Minimum 10 minutes.

Contract for Informative Speech

To receive a "C' on tt is speech you must:

1. Analyze your audience.
7. Select an-approP iate informative topic and narrow it.

Writb a correct tl esis statement.
4. Research your 'dea. using at least three different library

resources.
5. Clearly outline id as into a pattern of organizatiOn.
6. Use a variety of s pport (at least 4 types) including an adapted

statistic. I

7. Write note cards, limiting them to one main idea per, card.,
(Remember you are not allowed to write out the speech word
for word.)
Write'an introduction and conksion.

9. Write a bibliography (prepared by the criteria in your book).
10. Meet any deadline for materials.
1-1. Be prepared l'or du'e date.
P. Meet minimum time limit. .0 . ,
13. Use library time efficiently! 40

To receive a "B" on this speech yOu i\n'ust:

1. Complete all requirements for a "C."
I. Hand in a written audience analysis. --; .
3. Use at least five different library resources including reference

z

materials.
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4. Use a visual aid diagram for your statistic, constru,eted
cotre-ctly according to visual aid criteria in the hook.

5. Adapt some of your support to the audience's experiential
world at least fouur units in your'speech.

6. Your introduction _,and conclusion should relate- to your
Specific audience.

To'reeeive,an "A-, on thiS'speech you Lutist:
I. Complete the requirements for a "13.:'

,2. Write an audience poll for the _class and intorpsoate the ,
- information from the' results iii...your .speech. Also hand in a

summary Of your information. '-..
.3. Research work should reflect' advanced skills using varied

types. Include 2 more library sources (C-4.i + B22 + M2 -17
sources). .,.

Use visual aids effectively at least three times. (Step 4 in "B-
level plus two more.) , .5. Consistently adapt. you; information and evidence to yditn,
audience§ experiential world'. Work for impacit. This should be
done at least eight times in the speech.

6. The intr duction should relate to ur audience's experiences
and get eir attention. . ..,

,7. The conclusion should relate to your audience and leave the
,, audience with an inportant point to remember.

Important:
I. Someone not fulfilling the criteria for a grade of "C- will

receive a "D." --A (
,

c2. Anyone not fulfilling step # I I will get...an "E.'.
3. Any unexcused absences during performances will drop your'

grade one letter.
.

,.

Although' the summary checklist that foliirs:ys is not an established
component of a contract: it can provide visual clarification of the require-
ments The ojiginal intent Was to outline the requirements in a simple chart
for any student who might be intimidated by the unfamiliar contract
format _Students may use daS a supplement to the. contract and as a final
checklist, marking the stgps as they complete them.

It 'Is important for contract requireinenfs to be as specific' as
possible, with the, criteria for evaluation identified. If the teacher has'hot
given standards or writign the requirements clearly, a student may
interpret requirements-such as "use two visual.aids- literally and bring in
two small posters ovjrloaded with fine print. Although the visual aids are
ineffective, the student has fulfilled the requirements. If thiiacher,les
presented the students with standards for making visual aids make an

I0
0
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'Summary of -A." "B." andr'C Speech Reqinrements

ti

Requirements "4

I Analyviudience

2, Hand in written audit:Wee 4naly si.
47, .

Prepare and give an audience poll and include
intomation in speech

F

4. -Select an appropriate topic and narrow

5r Write acorrect thesis statement

6. Research your idea

Nas.
using at least 3 source,

5.

using at least 5 wureec,(melude references)

'using atleast,7 sources (include references)

7, drafts Rit lividea4

8. Use at variety t:f.sutpport
- at4eaM 4 types, including I adapted statisti

9. , Use visual aids
use a visual 'aid for a sta (Bib.

use 3 visual aids. I for statistic

10. I Adapt your support to your auditmce
at least I time;

at least 4 times

' at least S times
of
11. ' Cdrre6ly wrtte note eatlis (tor delivery/

12, Write an uproduction and condosion
(qualo difference between grades)

13. Write a bibliography

14. Prepare for the due date -,

Meet minimum tune requirement

16 Use libraiy tune efficiently

13 A
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effective visual'aid, include the following . ")'and written the reqUire-
..

ments to reflect the standards ("use two.itisual aids reflecting the stand'arsis"
described in the class handontl. no dirrepancies should ensue

_ ,

Contract 1' valuation

The teacher should state a requirement in the contract tor each
student behavior lo beoevaluate.d., including such examples as "using library
time-efficiently Student'S will accept, all the requirements if the teacher
remains consistent Therefore, the teacher should cardeliv ecide, what
expectutiorLO'incliide and stick with theiii! If it becor parent thatother requir ents-should 4iave been *hided. the teach should note'them as a modification for'llk next contract Tlie jeacher should avoids

°adding steps orally,or holding students accountable for something that isfelt to lie coninion sense.'' Remember to ,resr;ect .con tracts as business
agreements between teacher and.student

Developing a contras evaliimion form is also recommended.(See
sample evaluation form.) This feedback sheet includes the established,
criteria, assuring ihat the teacher will remain consistent in his on her
psessinerit of each _student Th,.#'6!ac.lier isable t5 ;heck off cer4iti
content requirements while the student is speaking. Lani time,a different
support, is presented. for instance, the teacher k.an circle the type used
After the oral presentation: the teacher can assess the inclusiveness of the
written work accompanying the,speedi and offer the student an objective ,
appraisal the next day. If the student fails to meet specific requirementsv.s
the procedures to he folfowe,d > completnigtheassigninent arc indicated.
It is suggested that the - strident /be given a deadline for make-up work, If
the deficient areas are not made up, the student may be assigned the grade
earned on the basis of the recnVements fulfilled or may be give a tno
pass.1 depending on the nature of the contract.

. Differeut 'types of contracts may be developed t` suit the nature of
the coarse content. the- methods of ins!ruct4on. and th^ students'
characteristics. Three types of con traLts are illustrated iitir t: Practice \-section of this book. The first typeitrie "Scout Ilan*ook System-.
suggested by Jo, Sp speotiL tasks that must IN': completed ,
arid provides a list on& tasks from 1,40 the student must elect a
praiternuned nuns ased on the grade LoritiActsd fur.; Fk- example. a
contract may read' tc 3 "C." do -the starred scuvt 'es an any three

r aft pt. an
additional, Ones, for a "13,--any six additionalokaivities.,
rimy additional ones The second type of c(intract.trased of Item
elaborated, by Thomas, King* and Brian Itolleran, require,i the stir t to
accumulate a predetermined nuniber6icporlits toleeef4e,a speciti,c, e.4

or extutiple, a student must act'tninriate 100 points tor a "C.'' 20 ointsfor a "B. 300 points for an "A In taus system, the student is allbwed to
select the griide level for which/ he (ti she wishes to strive and toschoose

. ) '



'8 CONTRACT GRADIN6

Name:

Contract Evaluation

,Note cards (main idea only)
Bibliograp,hy (in proper torn))

- Audience analysis (for contracts "A" and ''B")

--- Audience poll and results (for cowracio"A" only) ,

Souices
C = 3
B J5 with reference materials
A = 7 and reflects advanced research skills

Clearly organized material
Support: 4 types, with I interpreted statistic.

Choose from fact, explanation, story, comparison/contrast; example,

quofatfon, or visual aid statistic

- Visual aids (prepared by criteria in organizing ideas)
B= I yi,sual aid for statistic
A = 3 visual aids, I for statistic

Audierute adaptation (to their experiential world)
I C = at least I mice

R.7---al least 4 times
= at least 8 times

Introduction (appropriate for grade contract)
Conclusion (appropriate for grade contract)

Library time used efficiently
Met minimum time requirerftent of 10 minutes'

Comments:

Contract completed-

Yes

No, did not successfully complete the to lgwing.

Grade received.

13
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,frpin a variety of 2..tis,Ities teth.,11 \s,orth a specit.ied number of points) that
are to be completed to meel' grad!requirement

A common complaurt, spoken againbt contract grading systems is
that higher grades are'hased on the quantity of work. not the quality The
third type ,of contract. proposed by David Stein, as designed so ihat "C''
level students achieve tasks on the lower cognitive levelsof knowledge.
comprehension. and application. "B" level student; accIimplish tasks
requiring "C" level cogngtons plus analysis. and rA" level students achieve
all cognitive levels including those reached by "C" and "B" level students
plus" n thesis and evaluation' In this manner. the quality of the commas
for each grade level is controlled: higher levels of learning. as defiried in
Blooin's tawnomy of cognitive learning!' are demanded for higher grades

Because the- components of contracts must be clearly defined.
behavioral objectives and criterion referenced- measures are desirable. Use
of contracts makes it easier for the teacher to determine, in a less

subjective manner. whether or not the student has successfully completed
the behavioral objectives. Lmphasis is given to achievement of competency
rather than grades!since any unsatisfactory assignments are to be redone
until they are acceptable. In the contract-grading method, students who

.i)iil`f II the contract are rewarded with the graires they negotiated for
initially. if the work is unsatisfactory or does not f ulfill the contract, it is
returned, and the student is allowed to improve upon It.

By placing the student and the teacher in a business arrangement in
which, both parties negotiate for the contract they feel to be best; the
contract system encourages a cooperative relationthip between student
and teacher: Since both participants have an agreement they must
maintain, control of the relationship is more equally shared In a contract
grading system. as Stewart and Shank indicated. "Student and teacher are

41"working to beat the evaluative device It is NOT the student striving to
-pass the teachers' test."7 Therefore, the very nature of the contract
arrangement allows for supportive communication because it implements
climates of greater equality provisionalism, description. objectivity,
personal involvement, aild problem orientation

11! tages and oisadvantages of Contract Grading

A dvantages

Students at both the secinidarogan'ditilintlege levels most ofSen cite
--1.."knowledge of what was to be dunk fur the entire term" and "knowledge

of the exact criteria for grading as difinite advantages a f contract
grading. Parents of secondary school students have alst,' expressed
enthusiasm for contracts because they understand what work isoexpected
of their sons and daughters. This knowledge allows students to work

14
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systematically toward goals that can be set realistically by them and
therefore often provides students the opportunity to produce at a higher
level than it no goal had been set.

Students value what they want to learn This is especially true if
students write their own contracts or choose options meaningful to them
The writing of a contract further provides an opportunity for students and
teachers 4.1 have conferences to. discuss these options. Conferences and

negotiations allow for both students and teachers to become
actively involved in the learning process and t mutually agree upon
experiences that will benefit the students. Students share responsibility
with the teacher for evaluation and learning, which in turn gives students

, i
more control over the course's outcome and their involvement in it This
opportunity to negotiate allows students to decide the grade they want to
achieve ,

Contract grading requires feedback from the teacher, giving students
an opportunity to redo work and to improve -perfO'rmanees. In this
process. learning is reinforced. When the feedback confirms what students
have done. they may be motivated to work toward the next level of
competency. .

Contract grading as implemented by criterion-referefiZeC measu(e-
ment provides for individuahred instruction. The contract allows_ or
flexibility because ill students do not' have to be exposed to the same..,
content at the same time m the same manner. This pros' .Of learning
helps generate a more healthy self-concept on the 41::Of ;rice student.
Each student is reinforced by what he or she has accomplished and does
nen becove, discouraged by being compared with other's through norm-
referenced measurement. Through this process. which allows students -to
assess their capabilittes wore realistically and to accomplish assigntnerits
within their limitations, grade competition among students is reduced.

As predictability of the ,grading procedure increases.. studentg'
anxieties caused by teacher evaluation of their work decreases. Specifying
the cuter by which the work will he evaluated provides students, in
advance. ith the information necessary to determine if they have
successt ully ulfilled the grade standard for which they contracted. The
students' work either has or has not met the standard. If it has not,
specific explanation of what each student can do to improve should be
stated. Thus.istudent anxiety is reduced by advance knowledge of
evaluating criteria and knowledge that a second opportunity to meet,the
grade standard exists.

Carl Rogers has stated that evaluation can be a communication
barrier. Contract grading reduces this communication barrier, which is

'imposed by roles within th'i sy stem requiring evaluation of one by the
other. Communication bc,tween students and teachersAecomes open,
honest, and. stipportive rattle; AA defense-arousing Contract grading

15
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prowdes for a circular model of communication in which both parties
negotiate for a contract that best fulfills the student's needs A sense of
cooperation between students and teaAers enhances their relationship,
thereby providing an effective model of communication.

Drsadvan rages

A problem frequently discussed is the increased ujount of the
teacher's time that contract' grading takes as compared with traditional
forms of grading. lnitiaNy,, behavioral objectives must be written for the
contract These objectives may have to be reevaluated and adjUsted to be
more or less difficult after using the contract for the first time. In
addition, depending on the contract, conferences may be needed between
students and the teacher to assess tridents" capabilities, to negotiate grade
levels to be achieved, and to reassess students' fulfillment of-contracts
throughout the term.

A second major problem with contract grading is that some students
are not able to 1611111 the requirements within the time period, students
often allow work to pile up until the end of the semester. To eliminate this
probleni, deadlines should be set at the beginning of the semester and ti
rewards should be given for meetingthem. It theui tiidents are not fulfilling
their contracts b%ause of scholastic reasons or conflicting time schedules,
renegotiation of contract for a lower wile should be considered_
Incomplete contracts should our only because of unfinished work,
rather titan unsatisfactory work., if the- teacher sees that the majority of
students are Linable to complete the contract within the allotted time, a
more realistic contract should be constructed.

Another complaint, reported students on both the secondary
school and college levels, involves respongibility for the grade. These
students complained that in this system they could not blame the teacher
for their grade, but instead had to take responsibility themselves for the
grade they received. \ °

Since grades ak not averaged :students Lannot compensate for their
weak areas by doing better in another area. An example cited by a teacher
was that some of her students found chapters in the textbook confusing
and difficult to understand Several students could not pass one chapter
quiz and, being under contract, could not use their perfect scores-on other .

chapters to /compensate for the difficult thapter. Since contract grading rs
based on the concept of totaling. not averaging, students are require to
demonstrate mmimum competencies On each designated assignment wit in-
their contracts. In the.previous example, under the contract system, ale
student would have to achieve the ininimmu acceptable score on each tiuiz
to receive the desired grade.

As students obtain feedback (in their performances during the
semester an make more realistic appris of their competencies. the, ,
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'question, arisd,"Should students be allowed it2,..z.e negotiale for_grades
higher of lower than those for which they origin la[ cbitracted''

On. the:one hind, educators who believe contract grading simulates
the busintss 'world argue that students should not be allowed to
renigotiate their-contracted grade, beLaute in the business world penalties
must be paid for unfolfilled LontraCts, Educators this view of
contract graaing-belieye that studentIshould receive a failing.grade if
contractsare unfulfilled. A

On.the.other hand, some educators believe that students should be
allowed to renegotiate theu.contracts to receive'a grade reflective of the
work they can' 4ccOnAsh, given their personal abilities and time
limitations. This view helps students to become more realistic in assessing
their capabilities and doess ,subject,them to uriwarranted sfailure. To
overcome the problerus of an assignment riot handed in by the deadline or
a reworked assigirmefi:t that still does not meet specified crheria, a
conference ig often needed. The _teacher and student could then

determine why the cOntractis nut being fulfilled, if the contract should be
renegotiated, and what Lould.45edon'e to ensure successful completion of
the, next contract. Either of these a4pproes to delding with unsatisfied
corittacts has, negativeranufica oils for the teacher and student, thus
making it crucial for the teaclt pecify.' cleaill in the contract whethei
or not renegotiation will be permissible. Some teachers allow their classes
to determine which of theseprOcedures will be followed.

Determining how much work is adequate for a gra and what is
critk;a1 w learn may also become a problem in contract gra .Both the
adequacy of the work required and what is critical to learn depend upon

...the stated behavioral Objectives as determined .1,1,,y the' teacher. Extremely
important to the issue is that the students not be limited toltserning just
what is in-the contract. If students consistently achieve the high levels of
the contract or it the assignments within the co tract are consistently
labeled unchallenging, the teacher should rework the contract to .more
accurately match the students' capabilities. If a teacher preassdses select
students as superior_ or as having special needs, totally individualized
contracts between the student and teacher can be written. Obviously, time
precludes the writing of individualited contracts for a large number of
students..

Recommendatioits to Teachers

The adoption of contract grading systems has three implications for
secondary school and college teachers. If a department's service courses
were to move toward contingency. contracting, a teacher might exPett the
following Lhanges. (1) they: would be fewer student complaints about

1?
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ambiguous or capriciouS,4raditig praLtiLes. (2) faLulty within the deior
ment would,be better able to desolhe the content and ouidiefnes of thei
instruction. thus facilitating Lurricular review. reduction of overlap Wong,
courses. and fulfillment of gaps in the c,uiti,uluin. and (3).the speokatiOn
of performance,Lriteria would make it easier for teachers l'o.k.:ontniuniLate
course content to higher administration. outside agenues.-..potentiiil
students. and the public, In the, age of aLLountability it is ireinteniously
desirable for teachers to be able to say "Lot me give you an ex:alit* of
exactly what students accomplish in one of our courses.- `Aelliirtherl
implication is that faculty who are Making the transition to ,:pbtract ,

-grading deserve adinnuserative support. at best through a reduced -crc ,

load for Lurr4k.plar _development, at ,least through clerical supPort4ere4sed
time for departmental duties, and encouragement k'

By far the most significant administrative implication of a changeity04'
s. -

contract grading is the effeLt on grade distribution. The mastery approach ,

to learning on which Lontract grading is based assumes that every studenfit-
kan master the content of a course given 4, reasonable lengihtf fime, and
good instructional procedures 8 Summarizing the' results of forty major
studies Lamed out undertual instructional Londitions. Block indicates,
that -in gc,oefal, three-fougits of the students learning under master)
conditions achieved the same ugh standards of the top rtne-fourth learning
under-conventional group-based instructional LonditioDs In studies where
a strategy has been refined and replicated. 90 percent of the mastery
learning students achieved as well as the top 20 percent of the non- mastery
students.'9

Most teachers who experiment with contract grading find that ,
although they, maintain or even raise their standirds, their grade
distributions are positively skewed. In The i rmal curve- or its inrormal
variations more frequently used .are logical! compatible with contract
grading The teacher makes an etItiLally bind contract with each student
to award the grade that is worked toward consequently earned. The
performance of classmates is Irrelevant to the grade thal a student receive.
(In a lodg range sense. of course. teachers' experienceswith comparable
classes help to determine their standards of what level'Of achievement is
average. ppd. or excellent fo.er students in general. Once tho§e standards
are formalized into a contract, though, there IS:no effort to compare
students' performance within a given class.) An excellent discussion 4,,)f
criterion-referenced versus norm referenced evaluation is provided by
Smythe, Kibler and Hutchings." Secondary school and college teachers
need to be aware of the different assumptions of these two approaches.
Some faculty members will compare a student's performancetto that of his 0,,

or her. classmates. Some will compare that student's performance to a
pre-established criterion. Its the age-old question Does "C'' mean average
)r does "C" mean acceptable?

1 8
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Advocates of .contract grading and the master} approach to

instfuction find that the crittruin-referenced system (the "'C' means
acceptable Position) is the most persuasive The system of evaluation is
inherently linked to a philOsophy of instruction that, due to the clarity of
performance criteria. is highly motrsating It, as-the research cited suggests,
most students do very well under this system, then they ought to be
rewarded. No teacher should apologue for a positively skewed grade
distribution if those grades reflect eicellent student performance. On the
contrary. accountability movements in elementary and secondary educa-
tiOn seek to tie effectiveness to measurable student progress

In recent }ears there has been treinendous concern about grade
inflation The very term suggests that the value of a grade lies in its
scarcity Extending the economic metaphor to its logical extreme,. some
have proposed that a stiidenes-yanscript carry beside each gfade-the mean
of all grades awarded .in thatCourse a ty pe of rate of exchange table. We
find chilling the uncritical analysis of the popular media and far too many
edukitors that the grade inflation phenomenon necessarily reflects a

lowering of education standards or an attempt by professors to buy
student approval. The -grade inflation issue is complex .cud deserves full
research and analysis. Until the phenomenon is underWod: however;

'adnumstrators'must defend diet? faculty member's from unfair ttack. The
very teachers who take the greatest care to specify their es' tion criteria 16.

and who opt for criterion-laased evaluation must not be punished for "low'
standards- while colleagues who casually, assign a normal distribution of
subiectise grades ate rewarded. It is difficult to prose. but many comments

from teachers of both secondary school and college level students provide
substantial anecdotal evidence to confirm the Suspicion that a high bade
distribution has become a negative factor in retOtion, tenure. and
promotion deliberations Most dfingerously, this factor-11s probably
considered above the departmental le'vel and never explicit} discussed at
the time where a candidate can respond Despite the evidence that teacher
effectiveness ratings are not linked to the grapes a teacher gives.° the
myth persists that high ratings can he discounted if it appears- that a
teacher has "bought" popularity by grading "easily It is important tlit
speech communication teachers (I) hZ:come conversant with the theory of
criterion-referenced instruction and, with the evidence on how grading,
behavior relates to teaching effectiveness. (2 make every effkirt to see that
no subtle peer pressures are brought to bear on faculty members who elect
criterion-referenced evaluation systems, and (3) ensure that positively
skewed grade tlistributions resulting front suund and explicitly defended
pedagogical position's are never used against faculty in any personnel
action at any levele
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*rnple_Contracts,,,
,

Grade-Option-61ply Contract
9, s The -grade- option -only contract is probably the most basic type of

contract, because the teacher identifies the requirements for each grade
and thstsfklent selects the grade he or she wishes to work toward.

;Consider the following sample grade-option-only contract and
- answer the following questions.

Sample Grade-Option-Only Contract for a Group Discussion Unit

(This is not a model unit, but only a simple
of the format of a grade-option-only:contact.)

To receive a "C" on this unit you-must

I. participate in a problem-solving group discussion that is

presented before the class on a topic 'of the group's choice.
You mustorally participate in the discttussion at least ten times
and must contribute at least three relevant articles or interview
reports to the research'information of tl-INgroup,

2. keep a journal -in which -you record at least three one-page
entries regarding your rolein the group, the process thNe group
went through .to solve the problem and reach a decision, the
leadership of the_group, and so on.

3. receive' a "C" or higher on a comprehensive examination that
covers the group discussion unit.

Xo receive a "B" on this unityou'must:

1. complete the requirements for a "C."

20
I.
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-.
1. o

,) .'. observe a grotkp's communication (for 900ple, another group .

.in class, your family, VP the student.scountll) and diagram the

,

communication patterns among thwaptictpants. Identify at
least three, roles that people played and analyze the 'effect of

..

each an the group's interaction. Evaluate the group's effective-
ness in reaching their goal. Discuss a nunimum of three ways in
which tho communication of- the grOup could have lbeen

t
'

improved. . 1

-:-., 3. receive a *13" or higher on a comprehensive exaMination,iliat
ravers the group discussion unit.

./1
To recliv'e an "A" on this unit you must:

1. complete the requirements for a 4:13."
actively-take on the position of "leader Hi either the group you
are working with in class, of an outside gioup to which you
belong. -In a minimum of three pages write an account of ,(1)
how you fulfill that role; (2) your feelings 'about being- a °'

leader, (3) how you obtained that position; (4) what you can,
do to improve upon your enactment of that role. e; and (5)°th
type of feedback you receive from the group members about
how yqu fulfilled that role.

A

. t
Q3lestions for ydur consideration:

1,. 1'6 create such a graleoption-only contract; what would you
have .to know abqut your students? What praisessme,nt of
their entry skills would you need to know' How ,would your
students cope with the longlange goal setting requited by,this
contract?

2. What could you do to re-adjust the contract if yoy discovered.
tha.tit requireemore than students were able to accomplish in
order to reach the desired grade levels in the time allotted?

3. How comfortable would you be With iMpleme,nting.a grade-
option-only contract for a unit? A course? A week ''or class
period Worth of activities?

4. What particular sUlijects or units that you teach best rend"
themsehies to a grade-option-only contract9

5. In analyzing the sample grade-option7only contract, can you
identify the different levels of learning (knAvIedge, applica
tion, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) that are required ail'
receive each of the grades? Is it apparent that a student who
receives an "A" must- demonstrate skills, on all levels of
learning?

14.
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Scout Handbook Systenz-Contrget

PRA(' i Wt. 17

Tire Scout Llandbool; conTract movides tlebility for students. .gt
requirLasn. assignments to be Lowleted b} all It is possible to modify
such a L.Vitract requiring studhets working for higher glades to
comillte a Lertain number of aLtnaties On higher Itnels of Lognitive stills
(that is evaluation, synifiesis,-and analysts)''

Consider the fLillowing sample SLLnit Jlandbook Lontract and answer
the related questions.. 't .

1/4

Sample Scout 'Ilandbirok Contract V
. lot a Unit on P. rhapientary Procedure

...' , (TM; is not'a %no el unit, but only a sample -
of the format of a Scout. 11...,.1E .=1. contract 1

= For a grade of "D- on this unit, you must do the three Marred activitieS.
For a grade of "C" on this unit, you must' do the three starred activities

.nd any two others.,
For a grdde of -13" VII this limit, you !mist do =the th?e'e starred aLtivities
,ind any four others. , , -
For a grade of "A" on this unit. you the three starred activities
and any six others.

*1. . Pass the gum on Roberts Rules of .Order (two chances)
*2 Participate actively in all meetings of the class organization.

observing the ,basis: rules of parhanumtary procedure and
decorum

*3. Serve on a special or staning .ctinniuttee,' of our class
organization and participate in preparing committee report
to be presented to the entire membership..

4 Serve,its chanp.erson for one meetin lour class organization.
5 Serve as secretary for one meeting of our class otganization.
6 Serve as parliamentarian borne meeting of our class organiza-

tion.
7. Serve as chairperson for a standing or special committee of Nit

Mass organization .

R. Writhe a resolution in proper form, present. it 10 the class
-organization, and give the opening speech in favor of its
adoption.

9. Aftend,a student council meeting and writ1 a short report on
. how parliamentary procedure was used.

10. Attend' a cncuulrt 11 meeting and critic* e use of a,
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parliamentary procedure that ou observe.
Interview a person who keg ntly serves as a chairperson for
meetings and find out how s le or he relies on parliamentary
procedure. Write a short summary or give a brief oral report of
your findings.

12. Obtain a copy of the by-laws of an organization. Write a brief
analysis of the puipose served by these spCcific rules.

13. Write a short stoTy. parable, or fable that, illustrates how a,
group of %-people (organization, family, imaginary society)
encounter difficulties by disregarding one of the underlying
principles of parliamentary process (for example, the rights of
nynoritieslo be heard, or only discussing one issue at a time).

14. Get together with one to four other students and, after having
your basic Idea approved by the instructor, create a skit, mural,
slide show, cartoon strip, board game, crossword puzzle, and
so on that dramatizes or reinforces the principles from this 4
unit Share it with the entire class.

4
Questions for your consideration' v

1. Critic's of content grading state that higher grades are based
only on the achievement of a greater quantity of work. What
response to this criticism would y6u give? Eljow could you alter
a Scout Handbook,contract 'to award ,Iligher grades on more
than just quantity of work?

2. What preparation do you feel students would need to be able
to successfully complete a Scout Handbook contract? Do you
feel all students are able tb work Independently enough to
make wise choices?

3. How could you -help students to choose the additional
activities most beneficial to them? .

4. For which Conics do you feel a Scout Handbook system can
best be implemented?

5. Refer to a more complicatgd ekaipple of a Scoin Handbook
contract in the article entitled "Contract Grading in the
lnterpersttnal Cominumcation Course:' by Cassandra L.Book
in The Speech Terrther (Vol. 24, March 1975), pp. 133-138.

Point System Contract

The point system is often used in speech-communication courses in 4011

which students must receive.'a minimum number of points in a variety of..
topic areas by completing assignments of their choice. Variable points can
be awarded for assignments completed (as in the following sample

23
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inns can be awarded for a completed
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Sample, Contract Using Point-System for Public Speaking

(this-is not a model unit but only a sample
for mat, for a variable pymt system contract.)

Lich speaking assignment is worth a minimum to idxunum number
points Opon fulfilling-the specifiL requirements of each assignment, the

ummum number of pomts will be awarded. In addition, the speaker may
eceive one point for each of the following. mtroduction, conclusion,
irganization, supporting material vocal qualities. eye 'contact: gestures,

enthusiasm, audience adaptation: and overall effect (The, instructor may
predetermine that some or these factors be given additional weight.) The
instructor will determine effectiveness for each of these factors, and thus
award the appropriate number of points.

To receive a ''C" on this unit, you must accumulate at least 50 points.
To receive a "p" on this unit, you must accumulate at least 75 points

To receive an on this' unit, you must accumulate at least 100 points.

[The instructor may create any number.of assignments incorporating a
combination of factors that she or he thinks are important Various factors
may include. type' of speech (for examples informative, persuasive,
entertaining. speechof introduction, eulogy. "how to" speech). length of
speech. nuiiiber,ot. ryferences. p'yle of delivery %supporting material (for
example, analogy. statistics, story), types orreaSonnig, type of organi/a.
non. outline. use of emotional appeal, attention arresting devices, and
visual aids; speech on specific topics: and so on.]

Samples: .

The student will introduce another speaker. The introduction must include
the speaker's name, occupation, notable personal informatioft, and an

interesting bit of knowledge about the speaker, if. possible relating the
speak*. to his or her topic. Only one note card may be used; The
introduction may be from-1 to 3 minutes in length. 1- 10 pts,

2
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The student will give an introductory speech about herself or himself that
nicludes inforiz.Ton about persbnal hobbies. goals in life!most influentia4
eventim his or Tien so on. No notes may be Ad. The speech may
be f,r6ila 1 to 3 minutes in length 1 -10 pts

The student will give a speech to inform on a topic of his or her chot.ct... A
minimum of three outside sources must be cited in the spe;ch. and the ,
speech must show 'evidence Of adaptation to the audietice. A maximum of
three note cards may be used in delivery. The speech may be from 3 to
Minutes in length An outline must be given to the instructor on the day -
the speech is delivered. 5 l5 pts.

The student will have the class role-play a _particular audience in any time
period or location' The student will then deliver a persuasive speech using
Monroe's motivated sequence. The speech must have- an effective
attenum-getting device and use at least three different types of_supporting
material An outline and audience analysis (at least one page) must be
handed in before the speech is delivered. The speech must be from 5 to 7
minutes in length. Any style -of deliver"), may be used. 15-25 pts.

The student will etiver a speech on an abstract concept (for example;
.democracy, love. impatience) using at least two types of reasoning. The
speech shduld ill strate the meaning of that concept for the person. The
speech may he t oni 5 to 7 minutes in length and may be delivered from
manuscript of extemporaneously 15 25 pts

.
The student will deliver a speech. to a group consisting of at least ten
people outside the class setting. The speech may be on any t is to
accomplish whatever puipose is appropriate for the.occasionlj eech
must Oe at least five minutes in length An outline and audpnce alysis
must he handed in to the instructor (and the instructor slibtild be invited
to the speech'). 30 40 pts t.

, .

Additional assignments must be created to provide appropriate
options that rtalistically allow students to accumulate the points necessary
to receive various grade options within the lime frame of the unfit.

Questions for your consideration.,
1 The 'point system requires foresight as vi'how many points

students can reasonably acquire. How many as 'Bents
would -a beginning speech. student have to coniplete to r ceive
an "A using the above contract') What factors must be
considered al determining a reasonable nun ber,of points for
each assignment and for grades awarded?

2 Takt a topic area that you teach and assign point values to the

rir 25
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assignments within the unit. based on the difficulty of each ,assignplent. How many points would, have to'be aequired tomeet' your nunimudi for passing? Do you prefer to give , .va riable points for Ihe assignments?' On what basis do youaward variable points for the work, c if)leted? .3. For-what topics do you think a point ystean coiltract can best4 be implithented? In a public speaking (init. it can be difficulta-to allow students the .opportuntw 0 redo speeches or to dothe number of speeches- needed to rece4e the desired grade.... How canthat Problem 'of scheduling be overcome? It is aproblerui other types of courses or only fot oral perform-
I,
P perform-ance c uries?- , ). - '

.-4. A decision must bc'made.regarding the awarding of points if a4) 4 - student has failed 't'o' meet the minimum standards for anassignment.' For example; if the 'student attempts7to delfver a41 speech on ap abstract cbncept, but actually speaks on his ort" --her job at cDonalds, Avid the teacher award any points?The I 5-po t minimum? Or shOulck-the to cher cell the student.. what as n ed to redo the speech aryor er tq cprrectly dieet
the. m imum standards?

1 4
Case'Studies ip.-f ., r I

't The following situations may be presented to-students who havealready been introduced to contract grad. Since the situations are onesthat you and the students may face in using contracts, it should' pe
.

- worthwhile to discuss them with the students p make. them cons'eiouboth of the problenis The teacher can face in maintainift the contract andthe responsibilities they have in fulfilling ainnutants. A all, sine4. Iwo. mayor advantages 'of Contract gradinFare leacOg itu to berespbiisible,and*to set realistic goals, engaging. the such tscussionsshould impress on theRthenature,Of their irivolvemdft." ' .1. t Mark sifted a contract to complete a "B." alway Itsuntil th very last possibloom ment to hhnd i 1 his assignments.
His teacher trasgno.ticed. t t hisvork is ..ntinually%of po'or *quality and, suspe.cts it is du o'Fis hurl.' d preparition. 01hislast major Assignment; Mark h sev 1 excuses why he -dottldhave to had in his project' two days-late.,
a. What should the teacher do? Should site or he give Mark

an extensiOR? Should she or he'fail Mark because he h4
nbt fulfilled the.cortiitict? e v

-b. Should the teacher act:* Markts late project if theexcuses are valid? On what basis are exihuses'judged
ivalicr, Would you want to have to judgit? student'sexcuses to' etermine the extension of Lcontract?,
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t
turned in poor quality work?

r When .should the teacher talk with Mark about his work

s ,1`

and the grade he desires?

2. Susa'n just can't accept the fact that in a contract system of

grad,ingo the teachei is committed to awarding the grade

. t contracted fOr if the work is satisfactorily complet cel....,Susan is

Aised to getting low grades and then blaming the teacher for

c. Should Mark renego,tiate for a lower grade since he has

not liking her.
a. What. can Susan's teacher do, to help Susan accept .

tt responsibility for her own work and resulting grade? .

b. How can Susan's teacher build trust between them so'
,,

that Susan willskiww'she will get .the grade she 'works

for? Woulci doing each'assignment on such% criterion-
,

. referenced syltarti help -Susan to see that she receives

grades for fulfilling specified assignments, not on the

. '. basis% of. competing with other students on a norm-

referenced or curve system? i
c. 1-191vepuld Susan's peers influence her, in accepting the ..-

4-1

co'ittract grading'system9
o ...,

. . d. Is*it possible or pthbable that,some students will not be

able to *oil under a contract? How should a teacher

determine. a- student's ability to work under a contract '

.
I0... system?

'.1.
Bra e became frustrated with the contract system because . .

he ha to shots a minimum competence on each assignment'

uld not Average grades on several itssi'irlinents to receive -

final grade. ",, *

zi. What are; the advantages of Bradley demonstrating . ..

minimum competenpe in each area rather than excelling

in sotpdakas while f3iling others to active at an average
,

grade? f . .. .
`b. What doqu see as the purpose oflearning? To achieve,

, , mastery: To demonstrates competence? To receive a,
.

' grade?.. : . e

' C. How Many ,times should Bradley be able to redo an

4\ asn nfor.ret
1

4. Scott; a ar'slt basketball player, contracted for an "A'.° in the °
3ire4e tests?, .

- unit but is unable td complete the research p4er needed for .

an "A" becaUSe of State finals. Should `he be ,allowed to

...., renegotiate for a "B"? ---

w- . Xmy thoUght she as uninttrested in the area of mass
..

*
2 media and contracted for a ,"c." Upon exploring the topic

, , further, sir became enthusiastic aboust several aspects ofmass -
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media. Should she be allowed to renegotiate for an "A"?
a. Under what conditions" should students be allowed to

renegotiate their coRtracts9 Should Scott and Amy be
allowed to renegotiate their contracts? Why or why not?

b. What advantages are to be gained by allowing students to
renegotiate contracts? How' can this procedure help
them to view their abilities, -time commitments, and Of
priorities more realistically?

c. Should the teacher initiate renegotiation if he or she sees
that a student has fallen behindin the wqrk or feels that
a student is capable of doing more work?

d. In what way is thmenegotiation of contracts paralleko
the business world or other life expiriences?

_ 5. Stephen is an adqnced student who easily handles the work
assigned. His tornfirnication teacher is experimenting with
contract grading but realizes the contract may be too easy for
Stephen, yet challenging for the otherstudents.

a. Should Stephen merely 'fulfill the contract designed by .

the teacher, even if it does not challenge, him? Or should
Stephen be encouraged to create his own contract that
would challenge him more?

b. Is it the responsibility of Stephen, the teacher, or both
to stihest that Stephen cw,eate a 4-iew contract?

'c. Is it bad for, students! not to work up to tbeir full
potential? Why orwhy

d. If a contract is too easy or to difficult,' what input
could students have in redeveloping the contract for
future use?

6. The teacher presents a contract for one assignment to the
"class. One step reads: "Failure to meet all requirements drops
the grade are le el for each requirement not met." Several
students get an idea and start paising the word, "Go for an
'A'why not start. at the top? If you don't make ft, maybe
you'll get a 'B.'
.a. Do you agree with their philosophy? Is this an in-

appropriate attitude?
b. Should the teacher discourage this attitude? If so, how?

,If not, why not?
c If there is a run on a grade (for example,, everyone

contracts for ah "A") should the teacher have individual .

conferences with students?
d. Sholold a student who could not easily or realistically get

an "A" be discouraged trOm trying?
ti .

28
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Activities

1. Lead a discussion with students regarding factors that affect
their decision- making on commitments they choose to fulfill.
Discuss the following questions in general and then reconsider,
each question for such, tasks as babysitting, playing on the
football team, workineor a grade, and working for a paid job.

a., How do you weigh the time it will take you to co plete
the task? How do you handle time conflicts betw en the
task and othe4 things you want to do?

b. How does your knoviledge of what the task e tails affect
your decision? Are you willing to try tasks that are novel
to you, or are you morewilling.to do things you already
know how to do?

c. How influenced .are you to do a task if you know you
can Work orr it with friends? Are you more likely to do #.
something if you can complete the task with others, or if
you work alone?

d. Are you more willing to tackle a task if it is in a
competitive or a noncompetitive situation?

e. If you see that the task applies to your future goals. are
you more likely to do it?

f. Under what conditions will you leave a task unfinished?
g. What motivates you to work hard and to do your best?
h. Are you more motivated to work when you receive

praise.orf recognition for the job than when yiiu do not
receive it?

2. Give students contract and have thenrcreate a checklist for.the
assignments required for each grade. Use the checklist from
the informative speech contract (page 6) as a sample.

p3. After- stud is have experienced working on contracts, divide
the class o groupi of five to eight Students. Given the same
general area (for example, oral interpretation), have each
group create a contract that includes assignnients and criteria,
grade levels, and timetables for completion. Have, each group
complete the contract they created after it is approved by the
teacher, or have representatives of each group negotiate a
compromise contract for the whole class. The produCts shoji
be general enough to be useable in the future.

4. Given a series of assignments in a particulacunit, have students
designate point values ts.fOr the assignmen, and create what

, they feel would be a fair contract for each grade level. If you
involve students in the planning of the contract, 'they, will

derstand it better and be,mort committed both to the idea
orking on a contract basis and4to'rulfilling "thi sriecific

00,
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assignments. If it is difficult for them to envision the
assignments because of a lack of familiarity with.the material,
you could have students create a contract from 'assignments
they have already completed on a previous unit in order to
help them understand how contracts are designed-

5. Give students, three sample papers, speeches, or taped pp-
, grams that have been created to fulfill a particular assignment.

Have students evaluate each assignment in light of the
established criteria. Discuss the procedure for creating criteria,
communicating it to students; and assessing whether or not
assignments fulfill the criteria. This activity should help
students to understand what is meant by meeting objeCtive
criteria, differentiate between high quality and low quality
work, and be able to create criteria for 'contracts" that they
create individually.

6. After student§ have experienced contrat grading, have them
list the requirements they woulthlike included or excluded
from the contracts and provide a r*tionale for the inclusion or
exclusion of each requirement. Have students consider such
requirements as-attendance, efficient use of class and library
time, meeting deadlines, and class participation.

7. Critique a Contract. Provide snidents wit 'sample coati-acts.
The students will assess the contract's valu after an investiga-
tion of its content by using the following q estions provided
by the teacher. -

a. Are the objectives in the contract stated` Iearly?
b: Are the methods to be enployed by the students

understandable enough-for the students to complete the
objectives9

c. Does the contract specifically list the responsibilities of
the students?

d. Are there procedural steps or to s outlined to help
'students complete the learning activi 9

e. Does the contract give .provisions for applying and
demonstrating the skills or contentlearned?

f. Are. the evaluation met hods and criteria clearly stated
for the students?

g. Is the time allotted for fulfilluient.of the requirements
within rea n for the students; level? Are the deadlines
within reas n?

\ Evaluation of th assignmenshould be based on:
'wr en answers to the questions, to be handed in
and graded according to specified criteria.
discussion in class, using the questiOns provided by
Aheieacher.

30
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8. Establishing an Executive Contract. I devised the first variation

of this contract in desperation, between the fall and spring
semesters of 1968.1969. That was the season of the Asian flu,

and many students had legitimate reasons for missing class on

the days of their speech presentations. Others, however,
-,seemed to take advantage of the flexibility I allowed by

requesting mfe-up opportunities for speeches they had
missed, simply because a certain class period Was not .a
convenient time for them to speak. Class morale was low, and

my temper was sholt.because I was frequently forced into the
judge's role of deciding which excuses were legitimate and

. which were not. By the end of the course we had to eliminate

one entire round of speeches, yet there had been wasted days
whin'only two Students spoke and I desperately tried to fill in

with a half-prepared lecture:
By looking at the calendar for the next semester, I

figuted osct LuStv many days I would need for class orientation.
aalinments, tests. lecturing, and conducting exercises

for. the entire group. These classaperiods were marked on the

calendar as "my days" and were inviolable. The remaining

class periods were labeled peiforinance days and were al-
located equally among four randomly assigned student sched-

uling groups.
No more than sne speeches could be scheduled for any '

,class period. I occasionally allowed ten minutes on one of my

days for the scheduling groups to infer. The results were
amazing. On performance days I just arrived with my critique

forms and said, "Well, group three, what's schedtiled for
today?" The students worked out their own systems of trading

slots aiming groups, of assigning standby sneakers for emer-

gencies so that slots weren't wasted, and of disciplining

students who were repeatedly- inconsiderate of others in the

group. The system had the advantages of (I) helping students
appreciate the complexity of scheduling limited class time, (2)

encouraging students to take responsibility for making and

keeping their commitments to the course, (3) allowing
considerable flexibility in suiting assignments to the students'
convenience and learning styles (some students scheduled all .
their speeches as early as possible and fre.gd their energies for
other classes at the end of the semester; other, more reticent
students valued the chance to sit out a round or two before
giving their first speech), and (4) providing a valuable exercise

in intittriroup and intergroup communication.
"in the years since ,1 969, I have tried several variations on

this system; as have my stiiderit teachers and .Calleagties, If five
-f i
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0.
speeches are required for a course, each student might ideally
be given seven speaking slots. (Pass around a sign up sheet
allowing every person a first choice before anyone gets a
second choice/ and so on, or create a master schedule by
number, rOtaotng early .and late positions In each round,
undeshable.days before vacation, and so on. and then let each
stiidedt draw a number.) Other variations include changing
slots ,to minutes and allowing students to sign up for lodger
and ,Shor er assignment's (always build critique time into such a

, system) or designating assignments as half-slot, one-slot, or
two-slot speeches. To avoid complete chaos, these, last two
modifications should be used when full Class days are assigned
'to igroups. A fairly elaborate variation based on assigning
speech slots to groups; allows considerable class time for group
practice sessions. In effect, each student auditions before the
small group and is awarded a slot before the full audience
when the group judges that the speech reaches criterion level.

% Another variation allocates most of the speaking slots to
individuals (for instance, enough time for each student to
fulfill his or her contract with one extra slot for make-up) and
then gives the rest of the slots to a committee for allocation to
those students who justify their need for additional time.

In a high school setting. it is recommended that the
r,.eacher schedule some emergency iime in this or her days to
'4. compensate students whose time was pre-empted by un-

scheduled assemblies, shortened periods, fire drills, and the
lie. .1

The Activity .. ,

a.,, The contract governing course work is set by the
teacher, or the teacher and students, and is discussed so

;.that lt, is fully understood by all. .
b. The fteacher provides a list of the specific lassperiods

. allocated foj performance assignments.
c. TR...teacher announces any tther guidelines that must,,,

. govern theexecutive contracti, such as' the maximum
number of speeches per day, and so on. The teacher may

?'also choose to explain a few of the, systems mentioned
aboice as possible models.

d. ,The Students are given one or two class periods to devise
and iMplemeht an executive contract governing sched:.
uling "of speeches and other >ground rules regarding
make-ups. point penalties for violations, and so on. They
may, use\ whatever problem-solving format they choose.,
The finaheoptract should be signed by all students and,
the teachel". -
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9. Adapting an Individual Learning Exe,rcise; to Contract Grading?
The "Library Research Scavenger:Hun

Preparation
a, ,Prepare and admigistia pretes to determine the level

of research ability of each student (that is. to distinguish
those students not familiar with ReaLlers' Guide from
those able to use abstracts):

b.. *Prepare individual cards with questions for different
levels. Here is ; sample:

You are doing a persuasive speech on airline travel You
are trying to convince your audience that flying is the safest
way to travel: but you need statistics to back up your ideas.

Check two sources for airline ltsasters from janu-
ary,.I973. to present.

2. State the name of the two sources.
3. Give the page numbers you found informatron on.
4. How many people died in airline accidents in

1975? Compare the figures from both sources.
5. Which, has the most accurate listing? Explain.

c. After the teacher has presented information on research
techniques, students come to the library and complete
"scavenger cards" duriputhe class period. Students
receive higher level cads as their skills increase.

The Contract
What steps miuld.you follow to adapt this assignment to
contract grading? )

b. Keep the following considerations in mind: skill l6rel at
outset, degree 9f difficulty, quantity 9f cards, and.type

' of contract suitable (grade-option -only, point system,
and so op).

Adapting the Radio Evaluation Sheets to ContracyGrading.
Contracts can serve many purposes; they are workable even'on
small assignments or 'tests.

a. Take the following checklist 'designed for 'testing com-
petence on radio equipment and formulate a contract.
See: Radio Equipment 60Second Check, p. 29. Or,

b.. Take the following critique sheets. Commercial Critique,
Blocked Script Critique, arid Crew Evaluation. Present
them to the class prior to due date. Ask. forostudent
input on adapting the requirements to contract grading.

33
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Sample:
Commercial Critique & "A" T. 7 areas of excellence

2 areas for improvement
"13" = 5 areas of excellence

4 areas for improvement
or, each Item would have a certain point value with a
point system used for the contract.

Radio Equipment 60-Second Check

Name: Grade-

(Due to the number of steps the student must.accomplish in such a short time, this
checklist is phrased In pinpoint areas the student has altered or deleted in the process.)

1. Did not push in silv'er button
2. -Did not flip key switch to ready
3, Did not work tvith .the correct channel (for example, chose C and

fumed the A gots up)
4. Did not turn up correct pot
5. Did not turn up one orthe pots

_....i.... 6. Did not make`correct patch
.. 7. Did'not program room, Or programmed wrong room

8. Did not turn on power for gates board
9. Did not turn up master pot on gates board

_..... fiy. Did not check monitor pot on gates board
r il_ I I. Did not check key switch for Mic # '

--- 12. Did not flip key switch on gates to "P"'
N..

._,-- 13. Did not turn up pot on gates
14. pia not take a level

--..- 15. :bid not take a correct level
...r,,,,

, ..,4,E. 16. Did not watch VU meter while taking a level
17. '. Spoke too close to microphone
18. Spoke too far from microphone."
19. Did not push out silver button

0 20. Did not performsteps in organized sequence
21. Went seconds beyond time limit
22. Made tog many errors or needed too m il fi assistance to pass. Redo!k

t

Extra Microphone Test

1. Did not make correctpatch for, PA microphone
2, Did not check key switch for extra microphone
3. Did pot use correct pot for extra microphone

,3 4
. .

if
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Commercial Critique

Wame.` grade

Areas for Improvement

I. Did not write a commercial long enough to fill 60 seconds

2. Final draft not prepared on due date'

3. Introduction could be.improvedit did not gain attention

4. Introduction used a question*
A

5. Ideas or wordingtoo technical or compfex
r

6. Ideas seemed to lack originality

7. Some Ideas were inappropriate or in poor taste

8. Could use more descriptive.. words and iniages

9. Could relate to audience's senses or experiences more

_ 10. Could repeat prdduct's name more often

II. A slogan could enhance commercial-

1?. Pbor grammar or spelling

. 13. Cushion not included at end of commercial

Other CoMmerits:

Areas tf,ExcellencC

I. Commercial long enough to fill 60 seconds

2. Final draft and blocking'prepared by due date!

3. Introduction gained attention immediately

4. Ideas or words were appropriate for conunersial

5. Creative ideas

6. Good use of descriptive words
3

7. Related to audience's senselmor experiences well

Repeated product's name often,for effective'ness

9. Good use of catchy slogan

10. clog cushion Viritten at end of commercial

Other Coma
Ao V

.4*

ti
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Blocked Setipt Critique .
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Name Grade

Areas for Improvemer(Nil----

Did not have a 2 inch-lefttand margin (margin too small or too large)
Dill not print or type script

Did not have double spaif printed Mae space if typed

2.

3.

4.
or

Script was printed on Itckside of paper 0\
S. Did not have a copy for the director
6. Duector's copy was not blocked
7. Did not underline words'ro be stressed
8. Punctuation 'marks (/ or //) were not included
9. Punctuation marks (/ or //) were Placed inceIrrectly_

to Marks were not included or placed incorrecily,---'
II. Time notations were not in left-hand margin
1/ Tune notations were incorrect'
13. Cushion Wal nbtAIMperly marked .

N
14 One cushion was not included (omit cushion) (add cushion)
15. Script could be neater

tiler Comments:

Areas of Excellence

I. Left -hand margin al<und 2 inches

Script was double or triple'spaced appropriaiply
3. Script was neatly printed or typed ,

4. Script was printed on only -1 side f:hePaper
5 Script was attached to construction er or cardboard
6. Director's copy was made
7. Script was fully blocked for the director ' .
8 Words or phrases to be stressed were underlined .

9. Punctuation marks (/ or TIT were marked correctly
'

10. ',Marks were Included
I I. Time notations were identified (meetly
11. Both cushions were included
13. Cushion were markeVrrectly
14. Script was neat!
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e CrewEvaluation

Name
Grade

Director

Pid you-make sure everyone was in their crew position 4 I

Did not find a replacement for an absent crew niembejc (you must tell me who

the replacement is)

not secure a script from the talent

_ Did not give proper cues before air

Did not give speed uiydr stretch cues when necessary

Did not pay attention to the A.D,

L-- Did not get the show "On" or "Off the Air"... on the nose!

_ Excellent Good . Satisfactory _ Poor

Assistant Director

Was not in crew position on time

Did not give proper time cues before air

Did not give proper, time cues during air

Did not spealeloudly and clearly enough for the director

ExceVent Good Satisfactory Poor

Control Board Operator

Was not in crew position on time

Made an incorrect patch

Did not set up the board properly

Did not tell the director when level was correct

7. Did not get a correct level, or ride gain during commercial

Excellent _ Goodi Satisfactory Poor

Floor Manag?"

Wasitot rn ere* position on time
Did not adequately get quiet in the studio

Did not give the correct cues or hand signals

Did not make sure the talent saw the cues

Hand signals were lax and not exaggerated, enough

Excellent Good _ Satisfactory Poor

CritiC Positiu; 1st 2nd _ 3rd u

Due to four positions being performed simultaneously during the one minute prepara-

tion time and orip minute air time, this checklist is phrased so that the evaluator_ only

identifies the areas needing improvement.

37
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Z11. Usi g Contracts for Individual Problems. Using..t.ke following
information, write a sample contract for Alan. His record from
the teacher's record book

Unit 1 ,,1st speech D
..,

..., Assignment E (E given for Midterm)
Exam E

Unit 2 Library research: skipped class .i
2nd speech E Also poor
Assignment E attendanceIk's

Unit 3 Contracted unit
Speech content C-

.Speech deli4.ery C-.
Assignment ., D-

iIt is near the end of the semester and Alan, a senior, is in
trouble. Speech is required for graduation, and he has-faile*
once previously. The counselor approaches the teacher about
Aran's progress.

a. Is a special contract appropriate for Alan?
)3. If so, who should be involved in creating the contract:

teacher alone, teacher and student, counselors, parents;
other students?--

C. What criteria shduld be used?

Compare and contrast your contract withallAmple given a
.high school senior. (See Speech Contract p. 35)

12. Student Written Contracts: Delivery

. Previous steps
First speech:

' a. Delivery sheet handed out to studeets with con,,
tract set.

b. Discussion about criteria ensues:
c. Informal speaking activities follow.
d. Delivery of firstspeech evaluated by teacher an. students.

Delivery evaluation sheet: Scale 1-10. SYudents rank
themselves fill in squares based on:

a. teacher evaluation of previous speech
b. student valuation ,-
c. self-evaluation

Delitery oriented activity; based on scales (see handout)
a. Students hancrthe*acher a note card with two areas of

strength and twiS areas of weakness listed. 4

,

p
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b. Impromptu sPeecheeor classdiscussion on controversial
material can be used as a prktice 'assignment. During
these activities; students are able to focus if. areas of
their concern in delivery (for example, practice making
eye contact with audience).

c. Teacher and student evaluate his or icier.work. Can the
student move up on the scale after the activity? Are his
or her perceptions of strengths accurate?

Student Oriented Contract.
.. Students submit a c ci to the =tellregarding

their specific needS in deliver of a speech. 'The minimum
acceptable competence level is a "5" on 211 areas of de-
livery for completion of contract.

Example: A = Improvement in categorie/
(from level 5 o.7 in oudness,
from le to 6 in fina it

ession, and soon)
' Questions

a. What are some 'dent' roblems when studentC write,
this type of contract?

b. Should the teacher et the numbei- of squares of move-
ment and s triteat select personal areasacor should; tFe
student be allowe' to make an individual decision on all
areas? Am"

c Wha; happens teacher and student disagree on criteria
or levels? Dies the teacher have the final decision?

d. What abou the unmotivated student who doesn't really
,, want to i prove delivery or is not interested in creating

his or her own contract? Should the teacher, make the
contract optional? Should the teacher have available
sample formats or optional formats, if anything?

Delivery contract alternative
Students are-given the "Stages of Delivery" hand

out. By the end of the course, each. student must im-
prove at least one level above the delivery stage of his or
her first speech.

For a "C," the student must reach stage 3. ..
For a "B," the studeitt must reach stage 4.
For an "A," the student must reach stage 5..

.. .

it -

,

s
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Delivery Evaluation

Speaker.

+ = effective , - = meets basic requiremelts

Initial Impression
walks confidently, collects thoughts, establishes eye contact, then begins

Loudness of Voice
arropliate loudness so everyone cah hear

Pitch
has variety of inflection in presentation

Quality "
energy and mood of 'voice

0 =.not sufficiet

Kate
appropriate speed of your voice so.that we can easily grasp and comprehend
ideal
ate

uses pause effectively

Eye Contact
gains attention and establishes contact during introduction and conclusion

Eye Contact
includes all of the audience fol at leaste50% of speech and does riot ieartnote
cards word for word

-Facial Expression
'Body Language
corresponds to the quality of your voice

-- Movement
uses purposeful gestures without nervous habits

Visual Aids
incorporates visual aids without disturbing the flow of speech

Adapting to Feedback
analyzes audience while speaking and adlpts appropriately

Coni4lits:

Evaluator.

e

C = no more than 4 "0" and at least 2 +"
B =no more than 3 "0" and at least 5 "+"

= no more than 1 "0" and at least 7 "t"

.

41
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Dplivery Evaluation

S.'

Speaker:

+ = effective - = meets basic require-melts 0 =.not sufficient

Initial Impression
walks confidently, collects thoughts, establishes eye contact, then begins

Loudness of Voice
appropliate loudness so everyone cart hear

Pitch

has variety of inflection in presentation
Quality

energy'Ind mood of Voice

--.71171a e
appropriate speed of your voice so,that we can easily grasp and comprehend
ideas'/ate

. uses pause effectively ..

Eye Contact
gains attention and establishes contact during introduction and conclusion

Eye Confact
includes all of the audience fol at leaste50% of speech and does not read note
cards word for word

--Facial Expression .
,- 'Body Language

corresponds to the quality of your voice

Movement
uses purposeful gestures without nervous habits

Visual Aids
. 4*

incorporates visual aids without disturbing the flow of speech

Adapting to Feedback
analyzes audience while speaking and aclIpts appropriately

Comn4lits:

ti

Evaluator

C = no morethan 4 "0" and at least 2 "+!'

B -=no more than 3 "0" and at least 5 "+"

k= no more than -1 "0" and at least 7 "+"

41



Initial Impression

Loudness

. -
Pitch (inflection)

1
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Name

Delivery Evaluation

Low Basic Average Gocid Consistent Effective
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rate

Rate (pause)

Eye Contact (begintiing +, end)

Eye Contact (general)

Facial Expression + Posture

Movement (gestures)

*Slontaneity

Adapting to Feedback

Visual Aid Use

',Final impression

Low - = rarelyrarely usedneeds attention

'VW*

I

Basic. = sometimes used, but shaky ,

Average = used with special' concentration (50.-60%)Good = used most of the time (still needs special attentionnot stable),, -
Consistent = used most of the timea natural habit
Effectk = polished, a'strength , --,

, Vkg .. .

r'S
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Stages of Delivery

Stage 1: Delivery, less effectivNhan in regular conversation This may seem

silly, but many people pick up distracting mannerisms in a public speaking

situation that they do not have in everyday speech. lf you are at this stage

for more than one speech, you should definitely see me for special help.

Stage 2: Delivery at least as effective as in everyday speech.

Stage 3: Significant progress.in eliminating your most distracting man-

nerisms. Freedom from notes. Eye contact through most of speech. Voice

audible at all times. Articulation and phrasing clear enough that no phrases

of your speech are lost. Few vocalized pauses. Free from serious

grammatical-erfors. -
,

Vega 4: No really distracting mannerisms left. Vocal inflection and facial

'expression related to thevmeaning of the speech:, Natural gestures and

mny.ement. More or less constant eye 'contact with entire audience. A

sense of communication. You must appear to like your audience,

like speaking and be enthusiastic about your subject.

Stage 5: Hold attention throughout the speech. Mainpin poise 'before,

luring, and after the speech. Lectern and notes never used as a dutch.

Vocal and facial expression used to reinforce the ideas of the speech.

Smooth and pleasing movement and gestures. Acceptable diction, pronun '

ciation and word choice. Articulation clear enough that no words are lost.

At this stage we should get a definite feeling that your delivery is

projeCting your personality into the speaking situation, and there should

be great interaction with the audienceoin teas of responding to feedback.

Total impression of your delivery at this stage is that people listening-to
--you-w_ould say, "That's a good speaker."

Stage 6: Fluent, virtually no vocalized pauses. A sense of timing, dramatic

pauses, movement, and so on, used to elicit audience response. Effective

use of language, figures of speech, repetition and variety of sentence

structure. Tone, pitch, volume, and physical movement are not only

consistent with content but varied enough to add a dimension to your

speech. At -this stage you should be ,in command of your audience. We

should get, a definite feeling that yoU are using yoiir voice and physical_

activity to set a mood and to stimulate emotional responseS from your

audience. pus, of course, this must seem natural and spontaneous.

Stage 7: Spellbinding! .1 find myself having difficulty -finding any

suggestions for improvement. (I'll.find them. but irs'hard.)

These are general categories. Obvipusly, each of you will not fit

clearly into one of these at each point in the semester. They represent

both general descriptions and specific prerequisites. You may have most of
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the characteristics of a stage 6 'speaker, but :make so many serious
grammatical errors that my general reaction to your overall effectiveness is
the same, as to people in stage 3. I will try to be specifie about what you
need to do to move into the next stage, of delivery. However, whenever
you are confused about why you are placed at ax ertain level or what you
need to do to move beyond it, the best thing to do is to make an
appointment to meet with me in my office.

J)

c,

tft
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